PHOTOVOLTAIC BOX HOUSING UNITS

METAL BOX HOUSING UNITS - ANDRIOPoulos BROS SA

Metal box housing units (production and linkage substations) available in various dimensions. In response to photovoltaic system installations and market demand VOUTSADAKIS SA has devised an innovative solution with the creation of prefabricated metal houses specially designed for use as storage rooms in P/V parks or to fulfil requirements in other sectors, either as staff housing on construction sites or as shelters for electronic and electrical equipment.

These prefabricated metal box housing units are manufactured with polyurethane panelling or alternatively by flame retardant materials such as an exterior panelling system comprised of cement-bonded particleboard, insulation materials and fire-resistant gypsum board.

CLIENT
ANDRIOPoulos BROS SA

LOCATION
ACHARNAI ATTICA

YEAR OF CONSTRUCTION
2011-2013

QUANTITY
800 PCS

Dabasi Location Ag. Thomas, 32 011
Oinofytä Voiotia